Your IT and Engineering
Service Provider

We’re looking for:

Software Developer (f/m) for PDM-Systems
Reference number: INT 01
Location: Braunschweig, Lower Saxony, Germany
Job Requirements:
Developing, Customizing and Engineering of a successful
Product Data Management (PDM) System
 Process analyzing and defining requirements for the
PDM-System
 Proactively implementing requirements in the PDM-System
 Working with Database-Technologies such as Oracle or
MySQL, Methods of software engineering as well as
web-technologies
 Deriving module tests and test scenarios
 Creating documentation for internal and external purposes
 Independently conducting software and integration tests


Experience/Skills:
Desired Degree: Computer Science or a similar vocational
degree with professional experience or other adequate
education
 Good knowledge in object oriented programming
 Knowledge in Python or willingness to learn Python,
alternatively practical experience in an object oriented
language such as C#, C++ or Java
 Experiences with Linux Systems
 Knowledge in Product Data Managements (PDM) desirable
 Very good German Skills ( at least B2 Level) and good
English Skills


As one of the biggest IT- and Engineering-Service Provider in the state of Lower Saxony, Germany, we strive for something substantial: Success, with and for our customers. Thus, our 1,200 employees develop and provide nationally and internationally out of 20
sites individual Consulting-, Engineering und IT-Services, across all vertical markets. This in turn means our employees are our most
valued resource, which we like to support and challenge. Do you strive for personal growth and know-how development? Do you
attach importance to a cordial company culture, which offers competitive salaries, relocation as well as post-landing services? Do
you like to pursue a multi-faceted job with challenging tasks? If yes, go ahead! We are looking forward to you!
Interested?
We are looking forward to your application with a cover letter, CV as well as your salary expectation, preferably by
E-Mail. Please note, in order to process your application all documents must be in English or German.
Contact:
Sabine Krist-Bader
August-Horch-Str. 1
D-38518 Gifhorn
Tel: +49 5371 960-29 960
Fax: +49 5371 960-29 120
E-Mail: jobs@hud.de

